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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the development of managerial competence of the management personnel, integrated information systems, e-learning portal and methodical system, aimed at cognitive level and individual needs of managereal staff, continuous monitoring and andrological principles as well.
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INTRODUCTION

The current state of development processes of managerial competencies requires the introduction of best practices of overseas countries into the educational system, innovations including modernizing the content of vocational education to improve the quality of education by using modern, interactive and creative teaching methods and diversification of educational services, as well as widespread implementation of innovative technologies. Therefore, all these show that effective use of information technologies in the development of managerial competence, taking into account the creation of modern information and methodological systems, electronic information educational environment can be achieved and there is a need for targeted research in this sphere.

Managerial competence of higher education institution's management staff is the level of preparedness associated with acquiring necessary knowledge, skills, personal and socially significant qualities, the ability to make the right decisions independently in specific and non-standard situations, independence of management and a sense of responsibility for each of their actions [1].

The development of managerial competence is considered as an integrated process based on the use of modern approaches, innovative technologies, new knowledge, skills and competencies aimed at improving the level and quality of professional skills based on individual needs and qualifications.

In fact, the successful implementation of the task associated with the use of information technologies and information systems in the development of managerial competence of management personnel, today dictates the need for widespread implementation and improvement of information systems in the field of application of advanced methods and forms of training in the system of retraining and professional development.
In the course of our empirical analysis, we analyzed the content of existing training programs for professional development courses for managers of higher education institutions. The content of these programs covers the regulatory and legislative norms for higher education, modernization of educational process and teaching activities in higher education and the introduction of innovative educational technologies, professional competence of education managers, information and communication technologies in management, the creation of electronic information educational environment of higher educational institutions, practice of a foreign language, questions of system analysis and technology management of making the best decisions, as well as the development of a culture quality in higher education.

At the same time, the content of programs, educational and methodological support developed on the basis of these programs is not fully reflected in the topics about integrated information and methodological systems for developing managerial competence of managers, including information systems such as distance learning, webinar technologies, portal technologies, massive open information systems, automated monitoring, electronic portfolio.

In the process of empirical research, it was found that educational and methodological support, developed specifically in the above areas, developed mainly based on the traditional approach, electronic educational resources, multimedia products, video, audio materials, as well as distance educational resources based on interactive-innovative technologies have not been completely formed [4].

As it can be seen from the above analysis, improving the integrated information and methodological system for improving the quality of education, which is currently focused on the development of managerial competence of management personnel is considered as one of the important issues. In this regard, our study analyzed the content, components and andragogic principles of an integrated information and methodological system that serves to develop managerial competence of administrative personnel.

**Materials and methods**

Information and methodological system is a set of necessary scientific and pedagogical, information and reference, normative and methodological (qualification requirements, educational plans and programs), educational and methodological (teaching aids, textbooks, electronic learning resources, control and evaluation development, etc.) resources of the educational process used in education.

Implementation of modern information and communication technologies in the process of professional development of management personnel, formation of modern methodology of professional development processes; it is the basis for improving integrated information and methodological systems that improve the quality of organization, management and control of educational processes, individualization of educational processes, identification of effective forms, methods and means of interaction and communication with the audience, as well as the introduction of independent forms of professional development that are aimed at their continuous professional development.

Integrated information and methodological system is a managed and dynamic system designed to provide convenient educational services to the subjects of the educational process, based on current trends in the modernization of education and information and communication technologies.
In the context of the research problem, the integrated information and methodological system is an integrated model consisting of a hierarchical relationship of modern information and communication technologies, forms, methods and means of teaching and learning [3].

The integrated information and methodological system is the main criterion for variability, modularity, adaptability, manageability of economic and social effectiveness of training, covering content-structural, process-oriented, methodological and technological, qualimetric components of management that arise at the cognitive level, development indicators and corporate-individual needs of trainees, as well as their creative potential.

The problem of our study is that an integrated methodological system used to automate all the activities of professional development processes and includes all of the workflows, i.e. the activity of trainees from the planning of professional development processes to monitoring after completing training.

At the same time, the integration system is an automated system that meets the various needs of users and supports a single procedure for interacting with the user, including a way of presenting information.

In our opinion, the components of improving integrated information and methodological systems and contributing to the development of managerial competence such as:
- quality of teaching materials for self-study;
- organizational and management structure that ensures effective and efficient exchange of information between trainees;
- organization of tutoring services that provide independent learning of scientific and pedagogical information, performance of educational tasks by trainees;
- importance of mechanisms for evaluating results and monitoring their quality.

All these contribute to the development of managerial competence in the following areas:
- integration of quantitative and qualitative indicators of achieved and planned results into professional activities;
- the promotion of active professional activities;
- ensuring transparency and openness of information related to professional activities;
- changing and improving the universal matrix of cultural, professional, professional and practical competencies;
- expanding the scope of cooperation and entering the virtual labor market;
- providing meaningful interaction with various managers in the network;
- development of multimedia competence and ensuring the introduction of information technologies in the educational process;
- the development of reflective skills of self-assessment;
- the conditions are created that provide opportunities such as the formation of the aim of educational, organizational, scientific and methodological activities, a holistic perception of the planning and management process.

In the process of our research, the Internet portal www.bimm.uz was analyzed, which was developed in order to improve the retraining and professional development of managerial and pedagogical personnel of higher educational institutions, create integrated information and methodological support, monitor the quality of education and applied by the Head scientific and methodological center under the Ministry of Higher and Secondary Specialized Education [7].
www.bimm.uz - the information and education portal of the Head scientific and methodological center, which creates an open system of information and educational conditions for centers for retraining and professional development of higher educational institutions’ pedagogical staff and ensures interaction of these centers, providing access to various information resources, developing information and modern educational technology.

This portal includes the educational process of professional courses, a system for monitoring of professional activities of trainees (management staff), a platform for organizing distance training courses, an electronic library that includes legal documents related to educational processes, curricula and programs, training materials, an electronic portfolio system that records the professional activities of trainees, and consists of media webinars, which serve to improve the activities of retraining and professional development institutions and promote the accumulated experience [12].

![Diagram showing the structure of the integrated information and methodological system.](image)

**Fig. 1. Structure of the integrated information and methodological system.**

In the course of the study, a survey was conducted on the content, structure and understanding of integrated information and methodological systems serving the development of managerial competence of higher management personnel of higher educational institutions.

As a result of the survey of managerial personnel, including 55% of respondents of the first category (Vice-rectors), 47% of the second category (deans) and 45% of the third category (heads of departments), it was revealed that the knowledge and skills related to integrated information and methodological systems were not sufficiently formed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The first category (Vice-rectors)</th>
<th>The second category (Deans)</th>
<th>The third category (Heads of departments)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>55%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The level of formed knowledge and skills related to the integrated information and methodological systems
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The analysis shows that, firstly, the managerial staff of higher educational institutions, did not have a holistic view of integrated information and methodological systems, and secondly, the content and components of the existing information and methodological systems did not meet the requirements of competency-oriented and personality-oriented approaches. Thirdly, in the content and components of existing information and methodological systems, the requirements of competency-based guidelines were not taken into account. Personality-oriented approaches, the didactic capabilities of integrated information systems were not systematically used in the formation of the managerial competence of managerial personnel [13].

We know that the information-methodical system is necessary for organizing tasks that will ensure the formation of necessary skills among students, along with the qualification requirements of retraining and advanced training courses, to determine the amount of knowledge that they need to master and represent them in a logical system. It must comply with the principles of continuity and consistency and, finally, the principle of system city. The following didactic requirements are important:
- the information resources provided must be reliable, relevant and relevant to the current state of the subject, systematic and consistent, demonstrative and practical;
- providing training materials in the best possible way for ease of use and research;
- the description of training materials must be personalized.

In accordance with these principles, the study identified the structure of an integrated information and methodological system that serves to develop the managerial competence of management personnel in the process of professional development.

Based on the author's approach, the following components of the integrated information and methodological system were developed, which were improved during our research:
- vertical portal technology (niche portal), i.e. activity aimed at presenting information on specific thematic areas based on the needs of the audience.
Within the framework of retraining and professional development courses for managerial staff, tutor-consulting services were introduced; training courses for professional development were organized, focused on the most frequently asked questions in their management activities.
- online group projects were implemented through the introduction of educational, methodological, socio-educational, scientific and innovative Internet associations (Internet communities), that is, the organization of forums, webinars of group interaction in the online mode of an audience arising from interests.
- the activity of the portal media.bimm.uz, which is open source software and a component of mass open online courses (multimedia products), was improved.

To improve the integrated information and methodological system, it must first meet the requirements of andragogy.

The main difficulty in adult education is directly related to such factors as fear of failure, difficulties in mastering new requirements in the field of science and specialization, insufficient knowledge of information and communication technologies and a foreign language, and insufficient competence in information processing strategies. On the basis of andragogic approach, the development of managerial competence processes of higher educational institutions ' senior management personnel provides for absolute improvement of their professional level and qualifications, self-management, professional motivation, stimulation of creative potential, as well as full use of personal opportunities that affect the effectiveness of professional activities. At the same time, predicting a “social portrait of the audience” in advance, creating an information base taking into account needs, pedagogical assistance, it is...
desirable to determine the content of information and methodological support, the structure of the educational process, in particular, the choice of innovative forms, methods and teaching tools that will contribute to the development of professional and managerial competencies of students and the creation of a joint free creative environment.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we note that in the process of professional development of management personnel, organizational and pedagogical conditions and motivations are formed for the development of managerial competence of management personnel based on the use of alternative and differentiated professional development programs and an integrated electronic portfolio-information system based on diagnostics and continuous monitoring of professional performance results. Thus, innovative components of the integrated information and methodological system-electronic portfolio, development of individual educational trainings-personal learning environment-PLE, media education tools (smart Media-Facebook, Twitter, Flicker, YouTube, etc. D.) and scientific and methodological support training qualification recognized as appropriate through the development of programs, skills development, blended learning technologies and managerial competences on the basis of wide implementation of the open information and educational resources, learning activities and the system of tutoring.
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